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Organization Profile 

Bluewater Health is located in Ontario 
within the Erie St. Clair Local Health In-
tegration Network in Canada. It encom-
passes Bluewater Health in Sarnia, and 
Charlotte Eleanor Englehart Hospital of 
Bluewater Health in Petrolia. Bluewater 
Health is a 326-bed community hospital 
that has close to 2,500 staff, physicians, 
and volunteers. The organization provides 
an array of specialized acute, complex 
continuing care, allied health, and ambu-
latory care services. State-of-the-art facil-
ities, which opened in 2010, contribute 
to Bluewater Health’s mission: “We create 
exemplary healthcare experiences for pa-
tients and families every time.”

Bluewater Heath is proud to be designated as a 
Best Practice Spotlight Organization and has 
achieved accreditation with exemplary standing. 
For more information about Bluewater Health, visit 
www.bluewaterhealth.ca.

Statement of Interest  
Hospitals today strive to meet patient needs 
on many levels. The Canadian patient satis-
faction survey documents hospital perfor-
mance in the inpatient setting in eight areas 
of patient-centered care: access to care, con-
tinuity and transition, coordination of care, 
emotional support, information and educa-
tion, involvement of family, physical comfort, 
and respect for patient preferences. The sur-
vey also asks how patients rate the hospital 
overall, and whether they would recommend 
the hospital to family and friends. 

In each of these areas certain hospitals 
are excellent performers, with consistent 
high scores on specific acute care dimen-
sions. Picker Institute case studies explore 
the ways hospitals achieve these outstanding 
results, and share examples of best practices. 

This case study profiles Bluewater Health, 
which the Picker Institute has identified 
as a high performer in delivering patient-
centered care based on its exemplary per-
formance on the acute care dimension of 
Access to Care.

Creating a Positive Culture That 
Promotes Patient-Centered Care 
Leadership and staff at Bluewater Health 
have worked collaboratively throughout the 
last decade to build a culture dedicated to 
patient-centered care.

In 2008, labour relations issues, a deficit, 
and an outstanding capital building proj-
ect were among the challenges at Bluewa-
ter Health. The newly appointed President 
and CEO, Sue Denomy, began her tenure by 
spending time talking to employees at all lev-
els and attending committee and staff meet-
ings, so she could learn as much as possible 
from everyone. It quickly became clear that 
employees lacked trust in the organization, 
many staff members and physicians were 
frustrated and unhappy, and it was time for 
change.

Denomy gathered the senior leadership 
team and together they decided that three 
things needed to be done: 1) create a work-
place built on trust and respect; 2) engage 
frontline staff and physicians, and 3) work 
towards  financial stability. All of this needed 
to start with a new mission, vision, and stra-
tegic plan for the organization in which  the 
patient was always front and center.

Leadership wanted to hear from employ-
ees so they began encouraging staff to voice 
their opinions, both directly and through an 
engagement survey. In response to survey re-
sults, together with staff, they selected the 

three most important organizational prior-
ities to improve worklife. Each unit within 
the hospital chose voluntary ambassadors 
and paired them up with a manager. As a 
team, this dyad became responsible for 
bringing forward concerns and making im-
provements. Now, if anyone has an idea or 
a concern, the ambassador is the point per-
son among the staff. Employees have an ac-
tive voice and there is shared accountability 
for making changes and bettering the inner 
workings of the hospital. “A high level of em-
ployee engagement has a positive impact on 
patient satisfaction and patient outcomes 
so we make sure staff are very involved and 
feel comfortable sharing their thoughts,” De-
nomy said. “Innovation comes from individ-
uals who feel safe bringing forth new ideas 
to challenge the status quo.” 

Access to Care:

 • How would you rate the availability of 
your doctors?

 • How would you rate the availability of 
your nurses?

 • While you were in the hospital, were 
you able to get all the services you 
needed?

It didn’t happen overnight, but over the 
years, this inclusive leadership style has led 
to an improved culture where employees 
feel dedicated to the organization and are 
interested in its improvement. This, in turn, 
has helped them deliver upon the mission to 
“create exemplary healthcare experiences for 
patients and families every time.” 

One way they made changes and have 
helped nurture positivity throughout Blue-
water Health is by weaving Appreciative 
Inquiry into all aspects of the organiza-
tion. Appreciative Inquiry is a philosophy 
for change where you search for the best 
in people and the organization. It includes 
identifying what is working and then ana-
lyzing how to promote the behavior or ac-
tivity, rather than focusing on weaknesses. 
With Appreciative Inquiry you look at ev-
erything through a positive lens and initi-
ate change by asking questions like: What is 
driving scores to be elevated in certain de-
partments? What did we do well that has re-
sulted in a positive outcome?
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Assumptions of 
Appreciative Inquiry

1.	 In	 every	 society,	 organization,	 or	
group,	something	works.

2.	 What	we	focus	on	becomes	our	re-
ality.

3.	 Reality	 is	 created	 in	 the	moment,	
and	there	are	multiple	realities.

4.	 The	act	of	asking	questions	of	an	or-
ganization	or	group	influences	the	
group	in	some	way.

5.	 People	have	more	confidence	and	
comfort	to	journey	to	the	future	(the	
unknown)	when	they	carry	forward	
parts	of	the	past	(the	known).

6.	 If	we	carry	parts	of	the	past	forward,	
they	should	be	what	is	best	about	
the	past.

7.	 It	is	important	to	value	differences.
8.	 The	language	we	use	creates	our	re-

ality.

Source: Sue Annis Hammond, The Thin Book of Ap-
preciative Inquiry, Third Edition, Thin Book Publish-
ing Company: Bend, OR, 2013.

Barbara O’Neil, Chief Nursing Executive and 
Chief of Inter-Professional Practice and Or-
ganizational Development, completed her 
Master’s thesis using the methodology of 
Appreciative Inquiry and brought up this 
idea because she saw the long-term ben-
efits it could bring to the organization. In 
2009, she began meeting with small groups 
of key leaders, teaching and practicing Ap-
preciative Inquiry to get them on board. “We 
started small and rolled this out slowly, and 
once the idea tipped, it really tipped,” O’Neil 
said. “The timing was right, the methodol-
ogy worked, and it didn’t cost anything. We 
were working with really great people who 
were ready and in a position to make a posi-
tive difference.” 

Instead of formal training with employees, 
leaders spread this approach by modeling 
“appreciative” behavior with staff, through 
the questions they were asking, the thought 
processes they were using, and the recog-
nition they were promoting. They strategi-
cally shared stories of things employees were 
doing really well that promoted desired be-
haviors rather than telling employees what to 
focus on. The ideas behind the concept soon 
became organic to the organization’s culture. 

There were two components of Apprecia-
tive Inquiry that informed their work. “It was 
our ability to imagine the outcome we de-
sired by asking ourselves the question: What 
would it look like if it was the very best it 
could be?” O’Neil explained. “When chal-
lenged by a response such as, ‘we can’t do 
that,’ we encouraged each other by asking, 
‘What if we could? What would we need to 
start today to get to the ideal?’ The second 
element involved focusing our attention on 
those areas where we were doing well and to 
spread and grow those efforts.”

 Bluewater Health used this philosophy to 
strengthen the organization, using what they 
were already doing successfully as a founda-
tion for change and hiring new staff with ap-
preciative qualities. Now it has become the 
way they operate and a part of everything 
they do from conducting strategic planning 
to reviewing patient satisfaction data to im-
proving processes throughout the hospital.

Leadership has made significant strides in 
showing their appreciation and support for 
employees. Members of leadership have open 
dialogue and take time to get to know what’s 
important to the staff and their patients. One 
way is through regular rounding at Lean hud-
dle boards. Focusing on the positive, and the 
resources needed to do their work, helps to 
break down barriers in dialogue. “We are their 
biggest cheerleaders,” O’Neil said. “They know 
we are watching and cheering them on and 
that everyone is aligned.”

Employee recognitions and celebrations 
have become a part of Bluewater Health’s 
culture. They celebrate staff each year at the 
annual Recognition Ceremony, where they 
recognize service levels for all physicians, 
staff members, and volunteers at five-year 
increments. At this event, the coveted Bridg-
ing Excellence Awards are bestowed to out-
standing staff, physicians, and volunteers. 
Individual and team awards are given out 
for their contribution and commitment to 
excellence in their work. The CEO and board 
chair give out five awards in three catego-
ries—Mission Award, Vision Award, and 
Values Award—recipients receive a glass 
plaque, a scholarship toward educational 
development, and a DVD in which they are 
featured. Focusing on the organization’s mis-
sion and delivering exemplary service to pa-
tients and families within every encounter 
is not only a strategic priority, it is also em-
bedded within the organizational reward 
structure. The allocation of funds towards 

educational development supports an en-
vironment of life-long learning within the 
Bluewater Health culture.

Leadership programs have been imple-
mented that support internal talent man-
agement and leadership succession planning. 
Bluewater Health introduced the Innovative 
Management Program, which provides inter-
nal formal training for managers who have 
been in their role for five years or less. The 
program helps to build skills within the newer 
leaders, which strengthens the departmental 
relationships and ensures new managers are 
well equipped to support their staff. The orga-
nization is also partnering with Lambton Col-
lege on a new Board of Governors certificate 
program called Healthcare Management and 
Leadership Development. A culture of ongo-
ing learning aligns with the concept of Appre-
ciative Inquiry in that it fosters a commitment 
to questioning what more can be done at a 
personal development level and profession-
ally to promote a culture of excellence for how 
care is delivered. 

Through supporting and recognizing staff, 
they have created a workplace that makes 
employees want to perform their best for pa-
tients and Bluewater Health. “No workplace 
is without challenge and opportunity,” De-
nomy said. “An engaged workforce can move 
through those challenges in a culture of col-
laboration, teamwork, support, and possi-
bility thinking. Engaged staff go above and 
beyond with their heads (using knowledge, 
skills, and resources), hearts (care, caring, 
and compassion), and hands (performing 
meaningful work).”

Smart Processes and Teamwork 
Promote Access to Care 
Physicians and healthcare providers at Blue-
water Health have a strategically structured 
workflow and a strong sense of teamwork, 
making them more accessible to patients 
and their needs.

For example, eight physician internists 
support the telemetry unit. Their schedules 
are set up so that they cover one full week, 
allowing them to be dedicated to the hos-
pital during that time without the distrac-
tion of being in their clinic. The internists 
plan for these weeks well in advance. This 
creates a smooth experience for both pa-
tients and staff. 

Since the length of stay for these patients 
is usually less than a week, they typically only 
have one doctor following them during their 
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stay—two doctors at the most, depending on 
when they are admitted. The doctors have 
time to get to know each patient and fam-
ily, understand their needs, and build a re-
lationship with them. Patients and families 
really appreciate this consistency in care 
and it is much easier for them to get what 
they need at all times. Because there is only 
one doctor on call during that week, the care 
team knows who to get in touch with and 
only have one point person to get answers 
for all of their patients. It streamlines pro-
cesses for reaching a physician when there 
are questions about a patient that need to 
be answered. Also, because the physician 
isn’t covering their clinic during this time, 
the availability of the physician is increased. 

Three hospitalists cover the remaining 
medical floors, along with family physicians 
who wish to care for their patients while in 
hospital. Patients are split among the team 
so there is an even balance, based not just 
on numbers but factors such as the patient’s 
condition, so each hospitalist has a manage-
able workload. 

All of the hospitalists are family practice 
trained physicians, which is an advantage 
because accessibility is a mindset that comes 
with the discipline. Family practice doctors 
are taught to focus on the “three As” (affa-
bility, accessibility, and ability). “It’s our per-
sonality to be accessible; it truly comes from 
within. You have to have empathy,” said Rich-
ard Cheong, M.D., Lead Hospitalist. 

They also find it very important to indi-
vidualize care to each patient and use a ho-
listic approach. This is reflective of how they 
talk to patients and the questions they ask 
them to make sure they are getting the care 
they need. Bal Sharma, M.D., a hospitalist at 
Bluewater Health, explained how if someone 
has a physical ailment, it impacts the mind 
and soul too. For example, they had a pa-
tient with cancer and they took care of his 
body by treating the cancer. On discharge, he 
went to a nursing home, which was not what 
he wanted and this left him feeling very un-
happy, so the soul and mind wasn’t attended 
to. The hospitalists believe you have to have 
all three in place—mind, body, and soul—to 
truly heal a patient.

The hospitalists make communicating 
with their patients and families a top prior-
ity. They are on-site from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and 
available to meet with families to discuss any 
concerns or provide them with information 

they need during that time. They also regu-
larly schedule phone calls after hours if this 
is more convenient for the family. “We try 
to really manage expectations,” Dr. Cheong 
said. “We may say ‘I don’t have the appropri-
ate amount of time to speak with you right 
now, so let’s set up an appointment to set 
aside 30 minutes to talk.’ That way we are 
not rushing through talking with the fam-
ily, and are giving them the time and focus 
needed.” They are also happy to facilitate 
conversations between specialists and the 
family when needed or hold family meetings 
with a social worker, nurse, and anyone else 
necessary. 

This focus on giving patients and fam-
ilies the time they need, and realistically 
balancing that with their own workload, 
has increased the hospitalists being viewed 
favorably. Although meetings may not be 
immediate, families and patients are get-
ting the time they deserve to have their 
questions answered and concerns relieved. 
Family members respect and appreciate this, 
and it supports the perception of physicians 
being available to handle any concerns. 

“We try to really manage 
expectations. We may say ‘I 
don’t have the appropriate 
amount of time to speak with 
you right now, so let’s set up 
an appointment to set aside 30 
minutes to talk.’ That way we are 
not rushing through talking with 
the family, and are giving them 
the time and focus needed.” 

—Richard Cheong, M.D., 
Lead Hospitalist

Teamwork is a common theme throughout 
Bluewater Health. The hospitalists have two 
meetings each day to ensure there is consis-
tent communication and alignment of the pa-
tient’s treatment plan with any needs known. 
Every morning they meet to discuss each of 
the patients on the floor for a good under-
standing of what’s going on with those pa-
tients, which furthers consistency among the 
team. “If any patient has a concern or needs 
anything, the other hospitalists already know 
what is going on with that patient because 

we work in a team,” Dr. Sharma said. “There 
is a lot of coordination and communication 
amongst us. We help each other out and learn 
from each other with the result being that we 
are all at the same level at all times and if any 
one of us is away, we all are in agreement on 
how to treat the patient.”

During lunch, the hospitalists also get 
together and talk about the care being pro-
vided and any challenges faced. This is an 
informal time to bounce ideas off of each 
other and talk through situations where 
a hospitalist may be doing something dif-
ferently. The hospitalists can also decide if 
there is a solid rationale for any difference in 
care among the team, which promotes best 
practice sharing and consistency. They drill 
down to the details of how they are provid-
ing care to ensure the focus is always on the 
best way to provide care for the patient. If 
there are times when one of the hospitalists 
is away, the consistency of practice proto-
cols through the team review fosters conti-
nuity of the services provided to all patients 
at Bluewater Health. 

Bluewater Health has hardwired pro-
cesses and created an environment that 
supports nurses in their efforts to respond 
quickly to potential deterioration using the 
Early Warning Scoring System. Nurses have 
been actively involved in making their work 
processes more efficient and make them-
selves more available to the patients they 
serve. The manager/ambassador dyad has 
made it easy for them to voice concerns and 
create positive changes. Nurses work on im-
provement projects, which are aligned with 
goals at the corporate level. This high level 
of involvement has helped put the resources 
and structures in place for staff to do their 
job most effectively.

Nurses work 12-hour shifts, which allows 
for a longer period of time to know and an-
ticipate patient needs. Because the nurses 
know patients well through the longer shift, 
they can create a more efficient workflow. 
They are aware of what is required through 
their shift and are able to increase their abil-
ity to be available. It also helps ensure that 
additional services needed during the hos-
pital to home transition have been arranged 
prior to a patient’s discharge.

The staff at Bluewater Health connects 
with patients and families right away by stat-
ing their name, occupation, and duty, with 
a warm presence that makes patients feel 
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comfortable. The patient introduction sets 
the tone for the remainder of the shift. The 
acronym NOD (name, occupation, duty) was 
developed as a reminder prompt to help staff 
members make a good first impression on pa-
tients. All staff members work as a team and 
have made it their culture to help if a patient 
needs something. 

Lean techniques are used throughout the 
hospital to make sure processes are stream-
lined and that staff is working smarter, not 
harder. For example, if a nurse needs to place 
an intravenous line in a patient, the tubing, IV 
bag, and medicine is centralized in one room 
without needing to travel to different locations. 
The nurses use visuals to quickly see what is 
going on with a patient. On the hospital unit 
discharge board, color-coded magnets desig-
nate the patient status. Green indicates the pa-
tient is scheduled for discharge that same day, 
yellow indicates a next-day discharge, and red 
indicates a patient has gone off track from the 
expected discharge date. The color-coding of 
discharge status provides a rapid visual cue of 
any exceptions to the expected patient time-
line and volume of patients being discharged. It 
also supports teamwork among the disciplines 
for identifying which patients will be leaving 
soon for ensuring all the services needed are 
provided. 

To guarantee smooth care transitions and 
continuity of care, Bluewater Health works 
closely with community partners and agen-
cies such as the Canadian Mental Health 
Association of Lambton-Kent, Erie St. Clair 
Community Access Centre, Local Health 
Integration Network, and others. Stephanie 

Vandevenne, Patient Services Manager at 
Erie St. Clair Community Care Access Cen-
tre, and her team, including a care coordina-
tor and a social worker, work with the nurses 
and staff to get patients extra services they 
qualify for and the resources they need for a 
smooth transition after they leave the hospi-
tal. “Once patients know when they are going 
to be discharged, we ask them, ‘What can we 
do to make you safe at home?’ It’s important 
to not tell patients what they need but ask 
them what they need. And if they are not eli-
gible for those services, we seek out services 
that are available in the community to make 
sure no need goes unmet,” Vandevenne said.

This could include outreach to volunteer 
organizations like Red Cross or Meals on 
Wheels to provide outside services such as 
setting up a free ride to a doctor’s appoint-
ment so they don’t end up back in the hospital 
or finding someone who will bring them gro-
ceries or meals if they aren’t able to do it on 
their own. It is all about creating a unique plan 
for each patient so that they have the neces-
sary support in place. By providing these ser-
vices, Bluewater Health can make sure patient 
requirements are fulfilled within the hospital 
and everything is aligned for them when they 
leave. This also helps patients remain in their 
homes or return to their homes as quickly as 
possible after being at the hospital.

Putting Patient Experience 
in the Spotlight 
Another way Bluewater Health focuses 
its efforts on patient and family-centered 
care is through the concept of Emily. Emily 

represents the voice of the patient. She is 
every patient and family member Bluewa-
ter Health has cared for, is caring for, and 
will care for in the future. 

The concept of Emily goes beyond just 
asking what would be important to consider 
for the patient. It promotes questions at a 
deeper level within the organization such 
as: What questions would Emily ask? Why 
would this be important to Emily? What 
more could we be doing in support?

Her image, which is a visual composite of 
individual photos of patients, family mem-
bers, and staff, is displayed throughout the 
Sarnia and Petrolia hospitals, within corpo-
rate communications, and at meetings as a 
reminder that the patient is the focus of all 
decisions. Emily is an active part of the cul-
ture and serves as a reminder to consider the 
patient perspective and remain diligent to 
asking the questions Emily would ask.

Mark Taylor, M.D., Vice President of Med-
ical Affairs, Chief of Professional Staff, and 
Chief of Quality, Patient Safety, and Risk Man-
agement, stressed that the basis of this is a  
desire to move away from the healthcare in-
dustry focus on the healthcare provider  and 
shift it to Bluewater Health’s commitment to 
everything patient-centered. Emily helped 
bring the groups together and improve the 
culture. “Emily has had a tremendous impact 
on staff,” Dr. Taylor said. “We were pleasantly 
surprised that the vast majority of our doc-
tors embraced the concept. Emily provided 
a new focus and commitment to everything 
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patient-centered, and she personalizes what 
we do.”

Now Emily is embedded into the organi-
zation. Whether the board is strategically 
planning for the future, a nurse is spending 
extra time with a patient to make them more 
comfortable, or the physicians are meeting 
to discuss their patients, Emily is always top 
of mind. The focus on Emily has brought ad-
ditional support to the Access of Care dimen-
sion, “While you were in the hospital, were 
you able to get all the services you needed?” 
Proactively asking what Emily would want or 
do in a situation and the care she would ex-
pect to receive promotes ensuring patients 
obtain the services they should for excel-
lent care.

“Emily has had a tremendous 
impact on staff. We were 
pleasantly surprised that the vast 
majority of our doctors embraced 
the concept. Emily provided a 
new focus and commitment to 
everything patient-centered, and 
she personalizes what we do.” 

—Mark Taylor, M.D., Vice President of 
Medical Affairs, Chief of Professional 

Staff, and Chief of Quality, Patient 
Safety, and Risk Management

Recently, 14 multidisciplinary focus-group 
sessions were held with more than 100 indi-
viduals from diverse roles including nurses, 
physicians, allied health professionals, man-
agement, support staff, volunteers, and pa-
tient experience partners. Participants were 
asked to recall a time when they were Emily, 
and moments of exemplary care. Together 
they drafted a series of “I will” statements 
that center on personal commitments to 
or for Emily. These statements support the 
principles of patient- and family-centred 
care—dignity and respect, information shar-
ing, participation, and collaboration. The “I 
will” statements comprise My Promise to 
Emily. “There is a clear commitment from the 
CEO and across the organization to work in 
the best interest of patients,” Dr. Taylor said. 

Patient Experience Partners (PEPs) also 
play a large role in ensuring the patient is al-
ways heard and the patient/family voice is 
represented. In December 2012, Bluewater 

Health put together a Patient Experience 
Partner Council to provide patient and fam-
ily perspectives on everything in the hospital 
and “give a voice for positive change.” 

Bluewater Health has a full-time Patient 
Advocate, Denise Dodman, who works with 
PEPs and is in charge of responding to pa-
tient and family issues, questions, sugges-
tions, compliments, and complaints, and 
facilitating and teaching successful strate-
gies for patient and family interactions. “The 
first PEPs were recruited from the 700 volun-
teers at Bluewater Health and from patients 
who called with a desire to ‘make it better for 
the next patient,’” Dodman said. “The desire 
to make a difference for future patients is 
the first essential quality we are looking for 
and the second qualification is that each PEP 
must have been a patient or family member 
of a patient. What keeps PEPs committed to 
their role is the worthiness of this work. They 
tell me that making it better for Emily is sig-
nificant and a satisfying use of their time and 
talents.”

Patient Experience 
Partner Pledge

Under the direction of the Patient Advo-
cate or his/her designate, as a Patient Ex-
perience Partner of Bluewater Health, I 
pledge to embrace the principles of, and 
will continue to learn about patient- and 
family-centered care.

I will uphold the integrity of the Pa-
tient Experience Partners and Bluewa-
ter Health by:
 • Bringing the perspectives of patients 
and families forward for the benefit of 
future patients

 • Sharing my healthcare experiences in 
a manner that is helpful to others, re-
membering that my Patient Experience 
Partner work is never about only my 
experience

 • Respectfully collaborate with other Pa-
tient Experience Partners and hospi-
tal staff to bring any concerns forward 
with the goal of resolution

 • Encourage people I meet to share feed-
back they have with managers, direc-
tors, and the Patient Advocate

 • Maintaining the confidentiality of per-
sonal healthcare information and Blue-
water Health business, focusing on the 
strategic plan

PEPs are involved in various initiatives and 
activities throughout the hospital. They 
talk with patients, join task teams for im-
provement projects, and are members of 
committees and patient programs. The PEP 
Council has meetings every month to share 
their opinions, address items for further im-
provement, and discuss what they are cur-
rently working on. 

The PEPs also meet once a month to re-
view forms used within the hospital. Using 
their expertise from having been a patient, 
or a loved one of a patient, education is bet-
ter communicated. Patients and families 
are presented information in a way that is 
meaningful to them and will resonate at a 
personal level. As a result, materials more 
proactively address what patients want to 
know and explain the services that are being 
provided. Evaluating forms and handouts is 
a critical way that the PEPs support patients 
and families receiving the information they 
need while in the hospital. 
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One major area of focus and revision by 
the PEPs was Bluewater Health’s policy and 
supporting documents on patient aggression 
and violence. The current form had verbiage 
that could result in a patient further escalat-
ing their behavior due to the language and 
labeling that was being used. The PEPs re-
vamped the handout, referring to aggressive 
actions as “responsive behaviors” and soft-
ening the language to let patients and fami-
lies know that everyone is screened with “the 
goal to ensure everyone’s safety, dignity, and 
respect is maintained through what might 
be a difficult time.” It is now a much more 
patient-centric form with simple wording 
and a compassionate tone. 

The patients have been really receptive 
to the PEPs and the staff appreciates them 
as well. “Being around the hospital shows 
that patients and families have a voice and 
we are there for them,” said Madeleine Kerr, 
Patient Experience Partner Co-Chair. “We 
have also found that employees want this 
same thing—to feel like someone is beside 
them helping them improve their work. The 
PEPs are advocating for resources that both 
the staff and patients need in the voice of 
the patient.” 

The PEPs have worked with staff on sev-
eral projects geared toward making sure 
patients receive services that are necessary 
and within the comforts they would have at 
home. For example, some of the PEPs had 
family members with continuing complex 
care. The hospital had a desire to have a pol-
icy on safe handling of food from home. The 
PEPs had an equal desire to ensure comfort 
foods from home were allowed. This led to a 

photo tour of the patient kitchenettes by the 
PEPs, Infection Control, and Nutrition Ser-
vices. The photos clearly illustrated the lack 
of standardization in the use of the kitch-
enettes and in food handling. Together the 
team improved and standardized this pro-
cess across units. The PEPs brought their 
outside perspective and expressed concern 
for safe storage of staff lunches too. Working 
together, they determined logistics such as 
food expiration, where the food would go, 
and created a process in which any physi-
cian-ordered dietary restrictions could be 
maintained. It was a big win for the patients, 
families, and staff.

“Being around the hospital 
shows that patients and families 
have a voice and we are there 
for them. We have also found 
that employees want this same 
thing—to feel like someone 
is beside them helping them 
improve their work. The PEPs 
are advocating for resources 
that both the staff and patients 
need in the voice of the patient.” 

—Madeleine Kerr, Patient 
Experience Partner Co-Chair

The PEP members are constantly develop-
ing new ideas and ways of looking at things 
that would improve access to care, which 
further promotes an environment of learn-
ing and Appreciative Inquiry. “There’s always 
a gentler, nicer way of doing things and the 
PEPs bring forward ideas we may not have 
thought of on our own,” Dodman said. “Giv-
ing that voice shows patients and families 
that someone in the hospital is here for 
them, and that we are caring for them as a 
person, not a patient or number, and with 
a kind heart.”

At Bluewater Health the spotlight is al-
ways on the patient experience. It is this type 
of thinking that has led to an environment 
where patients continuously have access to 
the services and resources they need, and 
the healthcare providers are available and 
committed to making sure patients are re-
ceiving the best care possible throughout 
their entire care journey.
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